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New York, NY (Newsworthy.ai) Friday Feb 2, 2024 @ 6:00 AM Eastern —

LaunchXR, a B2B software provider, has unveiled its spatial commerce platform for
business, enabling retailers to respond to the rising interest for immersive, virtual brand
experiences. With the debut of Apple’s Vision Pro headset bringing international focus to
this new landscape of computing, the LaunchXR “spatial commerce platform” is set to
revolutionize eCommerce-building, offering a no-code, AI-powered engine to create multi-
dimensional, virtual sales environments and elevate customer experiences.

As interest continues to build around lifelike, extended reality environments and
experiences, companies are beginning to recognize spatial computing’s potential – yet
struggle with accessible software platforms that allow them to tap into the promise of these
next-generation capabilities.

“Few turnkey solutions exist today for businesses to be able to easily bring to life
imaginative online, immersive experiences that allow for direct customer fulfillment – We
are proud to announce LaunchXR and believe it to be a pioneer in this new spatial
landscape,” said LaunchXR’s CEO Brady Beaubien. “The LaunchXR solution positions
retailers to take real ownership of their presence and operational success in this new era of
spatial commerce.”

The platform allows retailers a flexible platform to construct customized 3D environments
that contain interactive products and dynamic branded encounters. Its BusinessIQ analytics
engine harnesses spatial data insights not available with traditional online channels to
better assess the ROI’s of direct spatial engagement by customers.

LaunchXR is now opening pilots for brands that desire innovative immersive experiences
and wish to capitalize as early pioneers of the spatial commerce revolution.

“LaunchXR’s potential stretches beyond marketing, transforming commerce with innovative
product launches and digital-first strategies, complemented by virtual concierge services
and Generative AI. This AI integration elevates LaunchXR, offering unique, creative
solutions for the business owner, commented Anthony Caiazzo, Managing Director of
Programming.com. “With a significant investment in LaunchXR and Programming.Com as
the primary technology partner, I am enthusiastic about the far-reaching potential of this
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innovative technology.”

About LaunchXR

LaunchXR enables retailers to quickly build fully immersive, 3D assets within the first
spatial commerce platform, allowing brands to lead the next evolution of commerce. Learn
more at LaunchXR.io.

About Programming.com
Programming.com, a leader in technology solutions, specializes in Artificial Intelligence,
Blockchain, Metaverse, Machine Learning, AR/VR, Big Data, IoT, and DevOps software
development. With over 24 years of experience, the company operates across 17+ locations
globally. Programming.com is dedicated to transformative technologies, offering services
like AI/ML innovation, Blockchain and AR/VR applications, custom app development, digital
transformation, and IT consulting. They focus on delivering innovative, reliable technology
solutions, emphasizing agile methodologies and customer-centric approaches.
Programming.com stands out for its commitment to driving digital transformation and
creating future-oriented solutions for businesses worldwide.

For more detailed information, you can visit Programming.com’s website.

For further inquiries or additional information, please contact:
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